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Introduction 

Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 

examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 

examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 

A selection of candidate answers are also provided. The reports will also explain aspects which caused 

difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor examination 

technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 

highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. 

A full copy of the question paper and the mark scheme can be downloaded from OCR. 

Advance Information for Summer 2022 assessments  

To support student revision, advance information was published about the focus of exams for Summer 

2022 assessments. Advance information was available for most GCSE, AS and A Level subjects, Core 

Maths, FSMQ, and Cambridge Nationals Information Technologies. You can find more information on 

our website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Would you prefer a Word version?  

Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional?  

Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 

(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere on 
the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 

If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional there are a number of free applications available that 
will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/subject-updates/summer-2022-advance-info-639931/
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Paper 1 series overview 

The great majority of candidates were able to attempt all the questions, so had the opportunity to show 

what they could achieve. 

The mean mark for this paper is statistically significantly lower than 2019’s paper but not statistically 

significantly different from 2018’s paper. By their very nature it is almost impossible to objectively 

compare the difficulty of these heavily contextualised questions year on year.  

The mean omission rate this session is slightly higher than the 2019 session and higher than the session 

before that (5.7% this session compared with 4.5% and 2.7% respectively). Question 7(b)(ii) had the 

highest omission rate and was not attempted by just over 1 in 5 of all candidates.  

Well over three quarters of candidates scored more than half of the available credit whilst about 1 in 25 

gained less than a quarter of the marks available. There was no evidence of a significant number of 

candidates inappropriately entered or insufficiently prepared for the examination. There was no firm 

evidence that a significant proportion of candidates were denied credit by virtue of any literacy demands. 

As far as it is possible to judge, candidates made effective use of the pre-release materials. 

Overall, the least successful candidates found the questions’ order of difficulty, easiest first, (judged on 

facility) to be 1, 6, 3, 5, 2, 7 and 4. For the most successful the corresponding order was 6, 1, 3, 2, 5, 7 

and 4 – but only marginal differences. 

The least successful candidates found these pieces of content the most challenging:  

• setting up an algebraic expression (Question 4(a)(i) and (ii)), 

• following through a calculation involving different metric units (Question 4(d) and (e)), 

• showing whether a relationship is proportional (Question 7(b)(ii)), 

• and determining the location interval of the median for data arranged in a grouped frequency 

table (Question 2(b)(ii)).  

This group of candidates showed competency when dealing with: 

• calculating the cost of a finance-related decision in a context (Questions 1(a)(i), 1(a)(iv)), 

• drawing and interpreting a line of best fit (Questions 3(a)(ii) and (iii)), 

• interpreting various statistical diagrams (Questions 3(a)(i), 2(a)(i), and 6(a)(i)). 

The most successful candidates found these pieces of content the most challenging: 

• setting up an algebraic expression (Question 4(a)(i) and (ii)), 

• interpreting numbers given in standard spreadsheet format (Question 7(b)(i) and (ii)), 

• using/interpreting proportionality in a real-world situation (Question 7(b)(ii)) 

• and interpreting acceleration, including units from a velocity-time graph (Question 5(b)(iii)). 

Competency was particularly evident when: 

• carrying out financial related calculations (Question 1(a)(i) and 1(a)(iv)), 

• performing foreign exchange calculations (Question 6(b)(i) and (ii)), 

• and interpreting time series involving exchange rates (Question 6(a)(i)). 

Overall, there are several questions where some marks could have been lost by incorrect or premature 

rounding. The rubric on the first page does state “Give your final answers to a degree of accuracy that is 

appropriate to the context”. Notably, there is an expectation that money (£s) be given correct to two 

decimal places.  
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Another area which can result in or cause unnecessary credit loss is units. This was particularly 

noticeable in Question 1. Writing units can sometimes give candidates a brief period to ponder on their 

responses. In the same vein, whilst fully appreciating it is not possible that candidates’ life experiences 

can embrace all the scenarios, a critical attitude to the magnitudes of quantities can help. Examples 

where wrong answers could have been picked up with a little thought include:  

⚫ Probabilities greater than 1 are impossible (Question 7(c)); 105 was seen on occasion. 

⚫ Times to cover the measured mile at about 300 mph are about 11 to 12 seconds, 

 so calculated times of 3 600 000 seconds, from 3600 × 1000, to cover a mile at  

 1000 mph must be incorrect  (Question 5(c)). 

⚫ Buying and selling back currency over a short period of time, unless there are very serious 

events  taking place or you are a bank, cannot result in a profit (Question 6(b)(ii)). 

● Given scale drawings are accurate, answers generated from them should be consistent.  

For example, in Question 5(d) just looking at the scale drawing should query an answer of 40 km 

for the  track length. 

⚫ A megaton is a large unit of energy (joules) – therefore an energy in joules converted into 

megatons must result in a smaller number (Question 7(a)). A similar argument holds when 

converting between currencies. 

Ideally candidates should get into the habit of always quickly looking at their answers with healthy 

scepticism.  

The other, all too obvious, strategy is to re-read question and answer, both as a pair and individually. 

This should make sure that the question has in fact been answered and that the working towards it is 

clear and unambiguous (Question 1(b) and Question 7(b)(ii)). This is particularly important in questions 

of the type “Which is the better deal?” when candidates work through faultlessly but simply forget to state 

the better deal. 

One observation, possibly subjective and a result of the situation over the last two years, are instances 

of less well-written numbers and working generally. This appeared to have increased on previous years. 

 

Candidates who did well on this paper 

generally did the following: 

Candidates who did less well on this paper 

generally did the following: 

• showed clarity in their working 

• made sure to consider units 

• appeared to reflect on the question. 
E.g. Question 1(b) – did not rush in and 
change from annual to monthly payments 
without reason 
E.g. Question 2(c) – realised that the totals in 
the spreadsheet table can be used to estimate 
the mean. 

• recognised numbers in spreadsheet formats 
and equivalent. 

• did not review answers critically to check units 
and “reasonableness” of the numbers. 

• gave insufficient consideration as to how their 
workings read and their clarity 

• may not have read the questions at least twice 
(as this tends to encourage omitting the vital 
decision statement or “X is the better deal” 
based on their previous calculations).  
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Question 1(a) (i) 

A very well answered question; almost all candidates achieved full credit, regardless of attainment level. 

It was one of the best answered questions on the paper. The main error was to omit the correct money 

units. 

 

Question 1(a) (ii) 

A significant minority of candidates found using the correct units a challenge and omission of units was 

not uncommon. A minority achieved full credit, with a very small minority scoring no marks. 

 

Question 1 (a) (iii) 

Most candidates were successful with few not gaining any credit. 

 

Question 1 (a) (iv) 

Several different valid approaches were employed - comparing number of charges or number of miles 

possible. Most gained full credit. Several candidates did not give a conclusion. 
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Question 1 (b)  

Less than half the candidates gained half the available marks with a very small minority not gaining any. 

A significant number of candidates did not take into account the cost of charging the bike’s battery. In 

addition, a number confused stated cost with the actual cost (including interest), and made the error of 

assuming that £800 was to be paid back rather than £877.56 (12 × £73.13). A small proportion worked 

with both annual costs and monthly costs and confused the two. Some could have improved their 

performance by imposing a logical structure to their working, perhaps employing sub-headings to 

support this. 

Long questions involving elements of choice 

Responses to information-rich questions like this benefit from the use of bullet points or even tables – 
nothing too elaborate but sufficient to clarify thinking and support situations where there may be partial 
credit available. 
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Exemplar 1 

A full and clear response. Note how the candidate successfully switched to monthly costings. 
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Question 2 (a) (i) 
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A moderately easy first part to this question with success achieved by nearly all candidates. There was 

little difference between higher and lower attaining candidates. A common incorrect response was “59 

waves”. There were almost no instances of reading from the wrong chart. 

 

Question 2 (a) (ii) 

Candidates tended to be more successful in stating similarities rather than differences; “having the same 

modal range” was a popular response here. Only a small minority did not gain full credit. About 4 out of 5 

of the lower attaining candidates were successful. 

Describing differences, similarities or overall trends 

Responses to questions about differences, similarities or overall trends usually require details of the big 
picture or a general pattern – identifying specific points in a chart or table will not be sufficient. 
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Question 2 (b) (i) 

This was found challenging by the lower attaining candidates where only about 1 in 4 were successful. A 

very common error was to give “6”, the mid-range of the modal interval. A very large majority of the 

higher attaining candidates were successful. As far as it was possible to ascertain, very few, if any, 

candidates used the two frequency charts rather than the tabulated data. 

 

Question 2 (b) (ii) 

This was a challenging question, particularly for lower attaining candidates. Overall, full credit was only 

achieved by a minority. A common error was simply to list the numbers 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26 and 

select the middle number. Most appreciated the role of the 150th data point but many did not progress 

further in their explanation. 
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Question 2 (b) (iii) 

Most were successful here and about one third of lower attaining candidates gained full credit. This rose 

to about three quarters for the higher attaining candidates. The most common errors were omitting ”=” or 

not using the asterisk symbol for multiplication. 

Using spreadsheets 

It is expected that candidates will have had some practical experience of spreadsheets and understand 
simple formulae. Practical spreadsheet activities using the large data set Excel file from H869/02 is an 
effective way to check that candidates can write simple formulae. 

 

Question 2 (c)  

The majority gained at least partial credit or better. Some candidates did not make use of the relevant 

totals displayed in the spreadsheet to calculate an estimate of the mean wave height. These attempts 

from first principles were rarely successful. Partial credit was available for a calculated estimate of the 

mean, regardless of its correctness, if it was correctly used in the formula to calculate the height of an 

exceptional wave. 

 

Question 3 (a) (i) 

A very well answered part, only a very small minority were unsuccessful. 
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Question 3 (a) (ii) 

Most successfully drew a line of best fit within tolerance and with a ruler. The prime source of credit loss 

was not using a ruler. 
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Question 3 (a) (iii) 

Most candidates gained full credit, set against a very small minority who did not gain any marks. Most 

errors arose from considering solely the leaves with no reference to the temperature. Using the straight 

line presented no problems for the great majority. Almost no candidates guessed, based on global 

warming, that today’s temperature would be greater than that millions of years ago. 

 

Question 3 (b)  

All but a few candidates were successful in finding the error bands of at least one of the dates. However, 

using the error bands was found challenging and only around 2 in 5 were able to correctly say that the 

figures were consistent. Only a small minority used a number line to support their answer. 
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Question 4 (a) (i) 

Candidates were very reluctant to employ algebra in either part (i) or part (ii). In fact, most candidates did 

not gain credit in part (i) and almost no candidates were successful in part (ii).  A common error by those 

attempting to use algebra was to assume “2r x 2r = 2r2” or “(2r)2 = 2r2”, instead of 4r2. 
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Question 4 (a) (ii) 

Very few candidates were successful. Partial credit was available to those who worked consistently with 

a specifically sized square and corresponding circle, following this through from their result in part (a)(i).  

Exemplar 2 

The candidate did not use algebra, so gained no credit for Question 4(a)(i). However, their calculated 

figure did follow through to the percentage calculated using the formula in Question 4(a)(ii). This resulted 

in a single mark being given for part (a)(ii). 
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Question 4 (b)  

A large majority of candidates were successful in calculating the irrigated area. Most problems arose in 

rounding these areas correct to 2 sf. A very common wrong response was “502 000” – the result of not 

understanding that a trapped zero is a significant figure. Only a minority gained full credit for this part. A 

very small minority mistakenly used the formula for the circumference of a circle. 

 

Question 4 (c)  

Just under half the candidates were successful. This ranged from about a quarter of lower attaining 

candidates to just over three quarters of higher attaining candidates. It was clear that a significant 

minority were not secure converting between the various metric measures of both length and volume. 

There were a few muddled calculations which in the final step were divided by a number such that the 

result was 1000, but with no obvious rationale. 
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Question 4 (d)  

Most candidates did not gain credit. Almost 1 in 5 candidates did not attempt to answer the question. 

This was despite the instruction to use the results from parts(b) and (c). A lack of understanding of units 

was shown in a significant minority of cases. Some of these could perhaps have been reduced had 

candidates put the relevant units after each calculation thereby guiding them to focus on what the results 

meant in terms of the problem asked. 

 

Question 4 (e)  

Most candidates gained no marks for this part and only about a quarter gained full marks. Partial credit 

was available but it was sometimes impossible to give due to the unordered presentation of working. A 

small minority divided by 11 instead of multiplying by 11, indicative of misunderstanding the situation. 
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Question 5 (a) (i) 

A large majority were successful, and most were able to substitute into the given formula. However, 

many truncated or rounded their answers prematurely, despite the pre-release stating that speeds 

in world land speed records are correct to 3 dp. 

Question 5 (a) (ii) 

A minority were successful. A very small but significant minority did not realise that they needed to 

calculate the mean and tried to compare the mean given by the first and second times separately. There 

was some evident confusion in a few cases as to what was meant by “corresponds to”. 
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Question 5 (b) (i) 

A large majority were successful. Incorrect answers included “61 ms-1” and “62 ms-1” as might be 

expected but also some others which appeared not to have a logical explanation. 
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Question 5 (b) (ii) 

About half of the candidates were successful and responded with at least “no, not a straight line”. 

Many others got involved with calculations which were rarely correct. There were also instances of 

insecurity as to the actual meaning of acceleration. 

 

Question 5 (b) (iii) 

Only a very small minority of candidates gained full credit, however a larger proportion gained some 

partial credit, usually as a result of a correct numerical response with incorrect units, usually ms-1. 

 

Question 5 (c)  

Full credit was achieved by most candidates, with a very small minority not gaining any credit. 
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Question 5 (d)  

The majority gained full credit, with a small minority not gaining any credit. A common error was to 

assume the grid to be a centimetre grid. It was possible that partial credit may, on occasion, have been 

lost because of lack of working to provide evidence. 
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Question 6 (a) (i)  

This was answered with confidence by most candidates of all attainment levels. Popular errors were 

“5.25” or “5.26”, originating from in accurate reading of the scale. 

 

Question 6 (a) (ii)  

Only a very small minority were unsuccessful. A relatively common error was “24 days”, most likely the 

result of misinterpreting the question as meaning “less than 5.30 zloty for £1”. 

 

Question 6 (a) (iii)  

A minority of candidates found this part a challenge. A common error was “April 26”, the result of not 

considering the difference between selling and buying currency. Nevertheless, most candidates were 

successful. 
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Candidates’ responses to questions on buying and selling currency suggest this is an area of 
uncertainty. Further practice is needed in selecting the rate, deciding on the operation 
(multiplication or division) and appreciating the magnitude of their answer. 

 

Question 6 (b) (i)  

Most candidates gained credit – a common error was to calculate “1000 ÷ 5.46” or, less frequently,  

“1000 ÷ 5.27” rather than “1000 × 5.27” suggesting a tighter grasp of currency conversion is needed. 
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Question 6 (b) (ii)  

A large majority gained full credit. A number were able to gain partial credit. A noticeable error was to 

calculate the correct money received after changing the zloty back into £s but omitting to use this to 

calculate the financial loss to the family. 

 

Question 7 (a)   

Over two thirds gained at least partial credit. There were instances of candidates working through the 

whole calculation in normal number format correctly but not gaining the final mark which asked for the 

answer in standard form correct to 1 sf. Rounding incorrectly to 1 sf was not uncommon with “4.8×109” or 

“4.9×109” among the most common errors. 
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Question 7 (b) (i) 

Most candidates found this too challenging, and few were successful. The most common incorrect 

response was “1950DA”, although most of the NEOs were represented. There was a strong impression 

that candidates were not familiar with numbers expressed in standard form in the format of spreadsheets 

(or some scientific calculators). 

Assessment for learning 

It may be helpful for candidates to have an experience of using standard form in spreadsheet format – 
perhaps to check calculations. Ranking them would also be a useful exercise. 

 

Question 7 (b) (ii) 

This was a challenging question with over a quarter of candidates not making an attempt (the highest 

amount for any of the questions on the paper). A large majority of candidates did not get any marks. 

Some attempted conclusions without providing supporting calculations. When attempts were made to 

use ratio in any form it was not always used consistently. As in part (b)(i), it appeared there were 

problems working with standard form in the format used in the question. 
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Exemplar 3  

This candidate shows clear insecurity handling numbers given in spreadsheet format. They appear to 

have adopted the strategy of ignoring the exponential and using just the mantissa. However, the top 

calculation of the ratio of impact energy to diameter is correct. This results in the crediting of a single 

mark. The crossing out was considered as it does not contradict the clear text (in fact it supports it, albeit 

incorrectly). 
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Question 7 (b) (iii) 

A large majority were successful. 

Non-linear scales – especially logarithmic ones  

This topic has proved challenging in the past. The one presented here is probably the simplest possible, 
but candidates need experience with scales involving non-integer powers. 

 

Question 7 (c)  

Most candidates were successful. However, a small but noticeable minority did not gain credit as a result 

of expressing the answer with % added, i.e., 0.00001%. 
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Question 7 (d)  

Over a third of candidates gained full credit with just under another third gaining partial credit. A small 

minority attempted the full calculation rather than an estimation. Of the numbers that needed to be 

approximated   was the greatest challenge by some margin. 

Practice with approximate calculations 

Making approximations and checking numerical calculations is a useful skill in real-life. Candidates need 

to realise that other numbers can be approximated such as   or even  2
. Getting a sense for 

appropriate approximations can only come from practice. 

 

Copyright information 

Permission to reproduce all copyright material has been applied for. In some cases, efforts to contact 

copyright-holders have been unsuccessful and OCR will be happy to rectify any omissions of 

acknowledgements in future papers if notified. 
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